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POETRY

8

The Temptress Time
Leah Brennsteiner

The Temptress Time kisses my lips softly.
Warmth radiates from her body to mine,
My cold body aches to be as near to her as allowed.
Her arms caress me as I shiver, but it’s not enough.
I plead for more from her, more love and attention, more of anything.
Time lifts my face, her silky hand brushing my cheek.
Looking into her eyes, I feel as though my world stops rotating.
Allowing me to breathe.
Inhale.
Exhale.
Inhale.
Nails suddenly dig into the sides of my face, pulling desperately until they
rip it in half.
Screams spew out of me,
along with my blood.
Time is cackling, waving my skin around like a
golden ticket.
My bones ache from the exposure of the piercing chill.
I touch my wounds and run away
from the temptress.
I am not so juvenile to believe I can truly leave her.
She used to encourage my willful ignorance,
Allowing me to run ahead as she trailed three blocks behind.
Today she catches up to me.
I trip and Time jumps onto me, glaring down at me with cold eyes,
Blood dripping from her mouth into mine.
Drip.
I will never escape time. She will always find me, I will always long for her.
Drip.
If I keep running to or from her, she will persist.
Drip.
But when I accept her presence, she will fade.
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Elegy to My Youth
Leah Brennsteiner

I told myself to write about it,
Write about how I loved and lost the one thing
I thought I had a possibility of keeping.
Maybe it would help me cope.
Looking back, I realize that
You always knew we would never endure.
Unfortunately, I believed that you would remain,
That you were as unfailing as my next breath.
I have a confession to make,
When you died, I didn’t realize it at first.
Not a thought was given,
For the mind was too troubled with your successor.
When the loss was fully grasped,
I sought out peace in the most disruptive way.
But, a voice told me that there was beauty in the aftermath.
I believe that that voice was a combination of you and me.
The only thing, still alive, that I have left of the two of us.
I use it now as a playful guide and reminder.
There is a profound heaviness associated with a loss that changes you entirely.
But my sun still rises and sets, the earth still rotates, the birds still sing.
And your voice now resides in a division of my own.
Goodbye my darling youth,
You have done your job and now you can rest.
I’m sorry I took you for granted,
It’s all a part of the growing pains.
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On Khreschatyk’s square, Kyiv
Valerie Browne

In the fading blush of sunset and freshly lit streetlamps
the square was filled with couples
tapping black-market shoes on its ancient cobblestones
and twirling muted skirts
abandoning the loose swinging of the 50’s for a government approved
waltz or foxtrot. The padding of my sandaled feet harmonizes
with theirs, reverberating through the stones to weave itself
into the 9th century folk dances of the dwellers
of Kyivan Russ. I feel the warm music of bygone dusks sigh
with me, caressing my cheek with a soft, dark hand. Little
did the cobblestone ballroom dancers, my grandmother among them, know
that more than half a century later, a dusty, incongruous American
girl with aching arches would pass through the long-dissolved iron curtain
so solid in their Soviet time. And pace the streets of their youth. And smell
the lingering romance in the air, the sweet odor of bodies
moving rhythmically together in the heat of summer.
The couples float away, and I am alone in a crowd
of memories that are not my own, wondering if I will ever know
a love, a time so potent it could fill a street.
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Night Witches

In honor of the 800,000+ Soviet women who fought for their country during WWII
Valerie Browne
We are paper mâché
Cranes
Flying above a sea of lights
Held up by luck
A school of minnows
Cruising among sharks
In the blackness
Jostled by every current
Wooden wings whisper
Love songs & lullabies
As shadows blossom
Into fire below
Eins. Zwei.
One for the acrid stench
Of charred innocents
in timber cradles
One for the stolen
Lover
—pit dweller
forced to embrace
foreign dust.
No time for weeping—
The shuddering
Of our wings
Is for us
—our shoulders
Frozen, stiff, in a cockpit coffin
—our girlhoods
Rooted and withered in another life
We are kindling
plummeting
through the expectant darkness
shrouding a fascist camp
12

Watch us as we set the world aflame
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i planted daffodils today and thought of you.
Aubrey Cumberledge
poison dripped from parted lips
like kisses only ever saying goodbye.
careful lies spilled over silver tongues
just to fill the air & bide our time.
whispers of I hate you
with love still staining every word.

i remember the night i fell in love,
how you kissed me before saying goodnight
& laughed at my jokes until you cried.
i told you to be careful going home,
the roads were slick with fresh, wet snow.
you smiled before saying I won’t.

promises with forevers unfulfilled.
laughter hiding fears & trepidation.
tears stripped of sadness,
devoid of happiness,
left empty with regret…

& that night we built a fire,
wanting to watch the stars,
but the clouds hid the freckled sky,
& it seemed we’d wasted our time.

but we kissed away those tears,
trying to ignore why they still fell
while we whispered I hate you
& meaning nothing else.

i remember our first fight.
the way you cried as you yelled.
you made me promise you
i’d never leave you behind.
i hesitated but said I won’t...

& as i sit here with dirt on my hands,
i wonder if you felt it,
those fraying seams of you and me.

sorry became our mantra
trying to soothe the hurt we caused.
spoiled nights became forgiven
at the dawning of each new day.
we tried to get back to us,
yet it seemed we were long gone.

i can’t help but laugh.
it seems so clear now but
i don’t remember falling out of love.
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I’ve written so much heartbreak but it never comes close to the
pain of losing you
Aubrey Cumberledge
distance is just a word
to describe the way it feels to look across the room
& see the face that’s burned into all your memories
smiling at someone else
I tell myself it’s okay
you’re happy now
I’m happy now
it happens
sometimes life just pulls you apart
slowly
slowly
until one day you don’t pick up the phone
& soon I no longer call
& though I want nothing else
it feels so wrong to reach out now
to bring back old feelings
of a friendship tinged with the stale taste
of burnt marshmallows & lemonade
while you’ve moved on to ones flavored
with white wines & crème brûlée
so I just like your friends’ pictures of your night out
& keep my regrets to myself
but the urge is always there
to reach out
to text that dusty number still sitting in my phone
to send you that old picture I found of the two of us from years ago
to say I miss you
or how have you been
or remember when you read that poem of mine & told me I should do this for the
rest of my life
I still think about that
I still think about you
& I think there are pieces of you in every line I pen
& I just want to show you these poems to see what you think because I’m
only still writing because of you
or happy birthday hope you’re doing well
there are nights I lie in bed going through my memories
15

searching to find the one where things began to fall apart
& there are nights where I pour over those photographs
of field trips
& dances
& sleepovers
just hoping to feel the way I did before we grew up
& grew apart
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Untitled

Elizabeth Boccabello
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Step Outside
Tucker Deitz

It only takes ten seconds
1. The feel of the grass, soft against the soles of your feet, the blades peeking up between
your toes
2. The sun beaming down on you like a spotlight following your every move, rays of
intense warmth hitting your legs and arms and cheeks
3. The birds chirping a spring tune, their first song from high places and flapping wings
4. The blooming buds, a bright, beautiful array of color spread across every corner of the
landscape
5. The breeze, like the universe blowing you ever so slightly in the right direction, a brisk,
comforting guide
6. The trees, growing green and gorgeous, tall and handsome, short and stout, swaying with
the wind, offbeat but in harmony
7. The sounds of a world in motion, nature’s first, second, and third movement, a
symphonic production of leaves and branches
8. The clouds in the sky above, slow and shapely, they move in packs so that small children
can call out their shape
9. The distant ambiance, a faint whir of folks moving about their day, the bygone buzz of
beating hearts and restless routines
10. And underneath it all, your scars, healed by the tenderness of these ten seconds
All you have to do
is step outside
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Letter to the Past and Plea to the Gods
Equinox Eubank

From me, for you.
The you that kneels,
Holding the weight of the world;
Arms shaking, shoulders forced down.
The only one holding,
Those that you love.
The you that tasted freedom
On the wings of paper and wax,
Strapped to your arms, flying to Apollo.
His rays warming your skin,
melting the wax
The you that tasted freedom
Refusing to be any less than a god,
F
a
l
l
i
n
g
Towards your lover in the sky,
Sinking into his freezing, wet embrace, soaking you to the soul
D
a
r
k
Then light.
Head down, feet twisting
More than a ballerina during the Nutcracker,
Avoiding the cracks and jagged edges
Of the b r o k en and nearly gone sidewalk.
Rushing to catch up
To your friends and the conversation.
Eyes dry and grainy, tear ducts boarded up,
4am lights up your phone,
Convincing a stranger online,
To live another minute
hour
day.
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Eyelids heavier than the weight in your chest,
From the hole created by being ignored,
Forgotten,
Alone
Filled by sacrificing yourself.
You already have an Atlas,
Why do you need another?!
You have countless of those that call themselves Icarus
Pick one of them to take as your lover,
This one is mine.
Let them be,
weak,
soaring,
themself.
Please.
Sincerely,
Someone that has seen
Too many Atlases be crushed,
Too many Icaruses be burned and taken too soon
Broken people with purple crescents stamped under bloodshot eyes.
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Sleep Paralysis
Willard Hanson

My eyelids lift, and a haunting ringing invades me as I lock eyes with it.
It stares at me with its white, glowing, malicious eyes.
Eyes belonging to a silhouette darker than the moonless sky.
At the foot of my bed, it’s there
Standing,
Staring at me.
I try to jump out of my bed
And sprint out of the room,
But I can only move my fingertips.
Why can’t I move?
Is it fear?
Or is it something darker?
Is it it?
My eyes roll to the right to read 2:54 a.m. on my alarm clock.
No help is coming.
The silhouette grows taller,
Its eyes now reaching the ceiling.
It distorts it’s empty, void of a body towards me,
And an invisible force suffocates my lungs.
About two feet in front of me,
I can see the blackest, smallest pupils in its large eyes.
A glowing white, devilish smile forms,
Showing its ravenous drool
And the rows of murderous teeth
That line its mouth like a shark’s
Its eyes grow wide,
And its mouth grows wider.
It inches closer,
And begins a dry, blood-curdling screech.
Feeling returns to my arm,
So I tighten my hand into a fist
And swing at the creature.
But my arm swings right through,
And I see it vanish
Like it was never there.
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Untitled

Nada Mikky
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Stitches

Mary Linscheid
My seeds are the stitches from my mother’s quilt
And my soil is the belly of my child.
My rake is made up of the roots of my ancestors
And my hoe is carved from springhouse stones.
My water is the tears that sop in the soles of my shoes
And my plot is the family cemetery.
My hands are my own
But they are calloused and cracked like my father’s.
And in my palm I hold the hope of this hellish heaven.
Now how was it
You growed your garden?
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on primitive baptist hymn singing
for Ginny and Hazel
Mary Linscheid

i carry these old songs with me
in my chest in my
whole body floor to ceiling
in your wallet a little
folded scrap
where the hell were you
right there beside you
singing where i speak
in elusive rhythms
common meter long meter short
of breath between the ama zing grace
notes in the little black
book where
a tobacco stained thumb print
remains
i’ll lead you through
to the little one-room where you
used to go on sundays where
i’ve never been other
than in my mind
where you set me
you set me there
in the place
where the hell were you
right there
with your knuckles in my back
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Spider in the Snow
Scarlet Mebane

I saw a spider in the snow,
A pinprick in the white;
A spindly-legged ink drop seed
Of nature’s final fight.
With one leg gone, he struggled on,
Alone and tethered none,
While elements of bitter cold
And ice, converged as one,
Worked there to snuff his dimming light,
As o’er the snow he trekked,
A rugged crystal path in wait
To be of death, bespeck’d.
But on he traveled, stiff and worn
Like twig stuck in the snow,
With shaking limbs, along he pressed
Against his bitter foe.
I watched his journey, safe above
Upon my two warm feet,
By chance I should run into him,
By luck our fates should meet;
And yet I knew, I’d pass him by,
Without a hand of aid,
For of his spindly legs, though weak,
I lingered still afraid.
I feared to place him in my hood,
Or in my pocket lined,
For then he might regain his strength
And crawl out unconfined;
Creep in my coat and up my sleeve–
This I could not abide!
So with a pitying look, I stared,
And then would onward glide,
Without so much as terse goodbye
My guilt wore off ere long,
To’ve left the spider in the snow
25

To sing his twilight song:
“A god has scorned me from the sky,
And fled my final day;
So when I take my dying breath,
I’ll keep my prayers at bay.”
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Old Gods of Appalachia
Megan Rinker
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moths

Tristen Nichols
you give me

this sensation

and it feels as if

there are thousands of

fluttering little

critters filling my belly

dancing and twirling,

but they are in disguise.

there are no monarchs or

emperors in my bowels,

no delicate displays of

innocent, perfect love.

instead, you give to me

mindless, hungry moths.

they tickle at first, and you

could easily be fooled by

their constant tender nibbles,

until their voracious hunger

begins to take chunks from

out my tender, silken heart

as if it were grandma’s favorite scarf.
and I’ve tried to
evict them,
fill my gut
with mothballs
until it’s all I can smell,
and no matter how many

times I exterminate them,

the little bastards peruse

my soul for leftovers.

but one day, when the

insatiable have had

their fill, I will fly, too

toward the North where

the frigid air is all

that will devour me whole,

your little peckish

minions will shrivel,

they’ll wither, they’ll

starve — and still I will

miss them

all the same.
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My Scheherazade
Tristen Nichols

If I had not the eyes to see your grace
And tenderness you wear upon your sleeve,
Then life would simply seem to be a waste,
For beauty is a gift which one should see.
And all the ancient marvels that you say
And all the fragile treasures you have seen
Could never hold a candle to your day,
Could never match the brilliance of your beam.
If I could take the days I spent with you
And put them on display for all to peep,
We’d have an empty Hermitage and Louvre
Like Wonders of the World had fell asleep.
The Cupid stuck his arrow through my heart
And showed me who was really, truly art.
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[untitled love letter]
Collin Parish

She is not a creature of milk and honey
But of flesh and blood
Plucked from Gaia’s loins
Set in motion upon the Earth
Her beauty is that of a lonely fire
Her gaze is the heat of a raging flame
And in her eyes are whispers of smoke
Her laugh is the bubbling of a soft stream
Her voice is the song of crashing waves
She dances the savage trot of beasts
And speaks softly to their ears
Her heart is open like the sky
Her love boundless as the wind
Till it sails down like a breeze
And finds me with a single kiss
She is not a creature of milk and honey
Of glass diamonds, of intangible grace
But of flesh and blood
Of thorny wreaths, of primordial majesty
Borne from brimstone, mantle and crust
Completely and wholly of this world
And she is perfect
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The Old, Forgotten Way
Abigail Stout

Tumbled green mountains crest the curve of a downy field,
Dressed with wildflowers and bells of sunrise-yellow and blue.
The train calls in its mountain-hall timbre,
Dappled with soot, it carries its smoke along
To the next sleeping hollow.
To the moon the owl sings,
Beckoned by the wolf’s howl.
Their chorus sinks atop the trees like a blanket,
A lullaby to woe.
The cold, mint air combs the grass and leaves with fingers of night,
Rushes past streams of foaming white and is chased
By the orchestra of cicadas and crickets
Over the rise of a hill.
Windowpanes warm with life climb the hillside,
Passed by knots of coat-bound travelers,
Mist curling from their faces as they empty of laughter.
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FICTION
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Bike Bike Bike
Willard Hanson

Carrying a rose in my back pocket, I snuck through the bike shop guarded by the
50-year-old-looking manager who stood valiantly behind the counter. With a receding hairline
that was graying and a face that had worn on him, I knew he wouldn’t care. The employee at the
flower shop didn’t, so why should this old man? I had my mission, and he had his. He was just
trying to ready his retirement through bikes and useless accessories. After crawling through
different aisles, I finally found a bike in my size. It looked cheap and flimsy, but I didn’t need
much.
I yanked the bike off the rack in a hurry to make less commotion, but in turn all the bikes
on the shelf toppled over creating the ruckus of a circus, alerting the manager. I quickly took off
on the bike towards the back door. As I passed one of the isles I made eye contact with the
manager and gave him a grin. Stupid old man. As I made it to the back door, I heard him yell,
“Ohh yeah, I’ve been waiting for this!” I scoffed, no way the cops would catch me.
I biked on the walkway alongside the adjacent stores when I heard a large slam come
from the door of the bike shop as it ricocheted off its hinges. I twisted my head and saw utter
horror: a middle-aged man riding an absolute beast of a mountain bike chasing me with the
determination of a juiced-up Lance Armstrong. I jolted my head back in front of me and pedaled
briskly. Bike bike bike bike bike bike was all I told myself.
Ahead of me was a large group of teenagers my age. It was the first day of summer break,
and every kid and his cousin were hitting the mall to celebrate. I took a deep breath and secured
the rose deeper into my pocket. I dodged and weaved, scurrying through the crowd. Behind me I
heard the manager struggle to perform the same miracle. Whereas he had strength and
experience, I had the reflexes. And youth.
Skid marks indented the ground as I grinded to a halt in front of the crosswalk at the
intersection. The signal light across the street glowed in the form of a valiant red hand. I glanced
behind me and exhaled. I bought myself some time, thank God.
I continuously scanned the road left and right for the next 30 seconds which felt like 30
hours. No cars, no nothing. Sweating and adrenaline pumping, I resisted the urge to cross the
street while staring at the red signal. In the distance behind me, I heard the sound of rubber
rolling against the scorching sidewalk at incredible frequency and the unintelligible sounds of an
33

angry old man. I muttered c’mon c’mon c’mon c’mon c’mon while pressing the crosswalk button
and staring ahead. The red hand then was replaced with the welcoming white walking symbol of
traffic law, and I blasted across the street.
As I left the crosswalk and entered a neighborhood, I began to gather up as much speed
as I could to prepare for the hill forming up the street. At the base of the hill I started to power
through the incline with all my might. As I reached the top half of the hill, I was standing on my
bike, using my full weight to push the pedals.
Faded behind me I heard, “Get back here!”
The slope became too much, so I hopped off my bike and started to run with it beside me.
By now my shirt was drenched in heroic sweat. I heard an increasing sound of metal clattering
behind me before it resolved with a solid click followed by an increase in pace—I resultantly
began to sprint faster towards the top of the hill.
“Get back here with that bike you punk!” This time I heard him clearly.
At the apex of the hill I jumped back on the bike, pedaled forward, and started coasting
down the sharp descent. Water flew from my eyes and the price tag on the bike fluttered
vigorously as I barreled through the wind. With steady hands and an immovable grip on the road,
I was in control.
Through the wind I had my eyes locked on the curve at the bottom of the hill where the
road leveled out. As I approached the curve, I glanced behind me and saw the manager’s rear
wheel as he took a right onto a branching street. I knew he’d give up. As I approached the curve,
I loosened my shoulders, took a deep breath, and swung to the right. My bike made a near
45-degree angle with the ground as I completed the turn. I was like Superman cornering a
building to save Lois Lane.
The road straightened out and in the distance I could see the house. It was on the street
across the wooden bridge that traversed the neighborhood creek. The edges of the road began
creeping in as the road was ending before the bridge. I heard faded sounds of some sort of battle
cry in the distance but could barely notice it through the breeze.
Then like a bat out of hell the manager charged at me from the intercepting road to my
right and skidded to a sudden halt in front of me. I swung left to dodge, but the movement was
too quick, and I lost control. With a will of its own, the bike steered off the road down into the
creek below the bridge.
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After a hard landing, I brushed the dirt off my knees and stood my bike back up. I hopped
back on and started to gain some speed again. Through mud, mush, and muck my wheels turned
with perseverance. The old man and his bike stuck the landing not too far behind me. As I
crossed the small stream, water soaked my lower jeans. I was getting cold, but with the bridge
above me to my right, I knew I was on track again.
The manager’s bike started splitting the stream not too far behind me; he was catching
up. I looked ahead of me and saw my last obstacle: another hill. It was steeper than the one on
the street. In addition to that, the ground on the hill was practically all mud. I pedaled as strongly
as I could to prepare for the hill. The bike slid off balance a couple times, but I regained myself
quickly.
At the hill I pedaled and pedaled while the hill got steeper and steeper. Similar to before,
towards the top I started to stand up to put my full weight on the pedals. However, just as I
straightened my legs, the bike slipped from under me and tumbled down the hill. As I landed on
my feet and palms on the hill, I glanced behind me to see the manager swiftly dodge the falling
bike and continue his advance up the hill. My feet and bare hands tore into the mud as I
desperately fought to reach the top.
With one last pull, I reached the top and took off in a sprint. Thankfully I could still feel
the rose in my back pocket. Hopefully it wasn’t covered in mud. I certainly didn’t have the time
to check. Ahead of me was the house about a hundred feet away. I ran with whatever energy I
had left. I was so close. I ran past the mailbox and had the doorbell in my sights. About halfway
through the lawn, the manager skidded to a halt to my left and grabbed me by my shirt collar.
“I’ve got you now you dirty brat!” Sadness swarmed my face as my eyes met his. It was
over.
“David?” I heard a sweet voice say. I turned and saw the girl of my dreams. At the
half-opened door she stood. The manager looked at her then back at me and slowly loosened his
grip.
I looked at her and couldn’t help but chuckle at my situation. My knees, arms, and chest
smothered in mud: I wasn’t exactly presentable. “Hey Yulia. Here, I have something for you.” I
reached into my back pocket and took out the maroon rose—a little bent at the stem but still
perfectly clean. Thank goodness.
“Aww, thank you! Is that your dad?” she said pointing to my pursuer.
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“Nah,” I responded. “Just a family friend. Nice ol’ fella.” No matter what I said, I knew I
was doomed.
The manager looked to David and thought back to his teen years. Back to a simpler time
when the world had nothing but opportunities, and when first loves felt like they could last
forever. Back when he thought God sprouted flowers from the Earth just for boys like him to
give to their valentines. Who was he to ruin this cherished time for someone else?
The manager cleared his throat, “Yeah uh… just escorting this little guy over here.”
Surprised, I looked at him, and he winked at me. He reached into his shirt pocket and pulled out
some slips of paper. “In fact, here are some coupons for my bike shop downtown. Give some to
your family and stop by sometime.” He handed them to Yulia.
She thanked the man and started walking back to the door. For a moment I thought I
came all this way for nothing.
“Wait!” I said. She turned to me. “Would you like to go on a date… sometime?”
With cheery eyes and a wide smile, and a rose in one hand and coupons in the other, she
ran towards me and warmed me with a hug. “Sure!” She proceeded to walk back to her door with
her shirt coated in mud. “Let’s meet here this time next week. Next time, find a better biking
path. One with less mud. Bye!” she said and closed her front door.
I looked at the manager then down solemnly. “Look, I’m really sorry about your shop. I
heard at school today that she’s moving away for the summer. I didn’t hear when so I got here as
fast as I could. I don’t see any moving vans, so I guess she isn’t leaving for another month or so.”
The manager looked at me for a few seconds then patted me on the back. “You’re a good
kid,” he said.
“Thanks, I can help fix up the bike shop if you want.”
He chuckled, “You bet your ass you’re fixing it up! That hasn’t changed. All is forgiven
though, and you’re welcome to come by the shop any time after you’re done. Nothin’ like hard
labor to make up for your mistakes as I always say.”
Relieved, I laughed. The manager patted me on the back again and walked me back into
town safely.
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Macho

David Hayhurst
The steel weights clinked against the metal of the bar as Sloane pushed the weight up and
down to feel the pain of his pectorals encompass his upper body. He inhaled each time the bar
lowered and exhaled when he pushed it up. Arlo stood just by his head at the end of the bench
with cupped hands just below the bar and helped to spot his uncle. The boy’s hair was brown,
curly, and a bit long, nearly blocking his eyesight. Arlo was only ten years old, thin and frail, and
short for his age. Arlo remained quiet, and only the sound of quick breaths and metal weights
filled the cold garage. The walls were wooden and barely insulated. The wooden rafters were
visible and buzzing lights hung from them.
Sloane struggled on the ninth rep of this final set. His face reddened, and he groaned
uncontrollably. Arlo went to grab the bar, but Sloane shook his head and exhaled before he
pushed the bar up and racked it. “I needed to do that last set myself. That’s how the muscle gets
stronger. It has to go through the pain to build.” Sloane grabbed a water bottle and chugged from
it. Arlo stood quietly with his hands in his pockets and eyes glued to the floor. “I’ll lower the
weights and you can try some, huh?” Sloane asked. Arlo kept his eyes on the concrete floor.
Sloane snapped his fingers and it bounced around the walls. Arlo looked up instantly.
“Look at someone when they’re talking to you,” said Sloane. He stood up and removed the steel
plates from each side of the bar. “Go ahead and lay down, I’ll spot you.” Sloane grabbed each
weight and set them down on the floor so it was just the bar on the bench. Arlo moved silent as a
cat around and laid down. Sloane took Arlo’s hands and helped position them on the bar. “Keep
your arms at that distance, feet flat on the floor, don’t arch your back. When you raise it, don’t go
all the way up until you’re done. Go for ten.” Sloane crossed his arms and looked down at the
child.
Arlo slowly lowered the bar and pushed up. “Inhale when it goes down, exhale when
pushing it up, boy, listen,” said Sloane. Arlo breathed heavily but his arms began to shake on the
second rep. Arlo did a third, then barely a fourth when his arms failed and the bar began to
plummet. Sloane reached out and caught it with ease. He rested it on the bench and shook his
head. “Jesus, kid, you could have killed yourself,” he said when he racked it. Arlo sat up and
panted then fumbled through his pockets. He pulled out a white inhaler and shook it before his
lips sealed around the mouthpiece and pressed down. Sloane scratched at his grizzly beard and
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stepped beside Arlo and put one arm around him in a way that resembled something of a hug, pat
him on the shoulder, then grabbed his water bottle and left the garage.
He stepped out into a breeze that blew through the trees around his trailer. The green
leaves were fading to reds and oranges while others were littering the yard. The yellow paint was
fading and peeling from the trailer walls and was slowly revealing the white beneath. Lynn was
outfront with a watering can and bare feet in her small garden of tomatoes and cucumbers. Her
walnut hair drooped down to her protruded baby belly. She caught Sloane’s gaze and set her
watering can on the ground before she waddled over to him. “I gotta get to work, Lynn,” he told
her, walking, and she followed. The leaves crunched beneath them.
“Were you working that boy out again? Are you trying to make him into his father?”
“That boy lacked a father to make him strong. If Colm couldn’t do it, then I will.”
“You need to be easy on him. He’s just a boy, Sloane.”
“Yeah, a weak one.” Sloane walked up the small stairs of their trailer’s porch and opened
the creaking door. The trailer was warm and smelled like pine inside. The ceiling fan shook as it
rotated.
Lynn followed Sloane up and into the home. “He’s come and told me of how sore he is
after being in that garage. I’m tired of giving him ice. He’s a boy.”
“Oh yeah? And when he’s a man? What then? What happens when he grows up into a
soft, weak man who can’t take care of himself?”
“Jesus Christ, he’s a boy, let him be himself. His whole life is ahead of him.”
“And that’s an excuse to let him be a coward? Let people walk all over him?” Sloane
walked to the fridge and opened it. The fridge was half-empty and groceries needed to be bought.
Nothing inside appeased him, so he stood upright and shut it, then looked at Lynn, who only
shook her head.
“Every day you look more like your father.” Lynn stormed outside and shut the door
behind her.
Sloane took a breath and walked on the creaking floor to the small bedroom. A dresser
had several framed photos displayed on top, most being of a younger Sloane and Lynn before
they married, holding one another in their arms with big smiles. Others showed Sloane and his
brother, Colm, as young boys in football pads and jerseys. Another showed Colm proudly
holding an infant in his arms with Sloane beside him.
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Sloane was the better child of the two. Colm acted out more, thus got more of the belt. He
never took good advice and cared only for himself. Sloane did what he could, he could not betray
his own blood, but even he realized that a person not looking for help will not accept it. Colm
took his share at selling substances on the streets and got jumped enough to attempt to settle
down, but was jumped again just weeks ago. Colm seemed to forget that he had a child to care
for. He sought revenge and tried intruding into a home to beat those who beat him. Now he was
awaiting trial, and his son temporarily in Sloane and Lynn’s care. It was them or the orphanage.
Sloane took it upon himself to make Arlo into a worthy man. He had a kid coming anyway, he
figured he needed the experience.
Sloane scratched his buzzed head then shut the door and got dressed for work. He dressed
himself in boots, hoodie and worn jeans, put deodorant in his pits and sprayed cologne once
before he stepped out and heard a woman’s voice from the TV. He walked in and saw Arlo on the
old couch with his eyes glued at their flat TV. Sloane followed his gaze. It displayed some
brightly-colored cartoon, with several characters using weapons to fight some kind of giant
snake. They sang a song as they fought the serpent, and as the song picked up the characters
seemed to strengthen. Sloane could not understand a lick of it. “Why don’t you put on something
else?” Sloane asked. He walked to the fridge and took a blue lunchbox.
“I don’t want to,” Arlo meekly replied.
Sloane walked over and gently smacked Arlo on the back of his head. “Don’t backtalk.”
Arlo dipped his head down and his face went red. Sloane glanced at the TV and grabbed the
remote, changed the channel, then went out the door.
***
Sloane stepped into the crunching leaves as he shut his truck door. He carried his empty
lunchbox in one hand and jingling keys in the other. The windows of the trailer were shut and the
sun was hidden behind the trees dancing in the wind, their branches like flailing arms.
Sloane sniffled in the cold and opened the door. He looked inside where the yellow lights
illuminated the interior. Lynn was crouched in front of the couch with several tissues in hand as
she wiped Arlo’s face. Lynn turned and looked at Sloane before she quickly stood up. Arlo’s eyes
were wide before he caught Sloane’s gaze and looked down at the ground. Sloane could feel the
tension in the silence. “What happened?” he asked.
“It’s nothing, Sloane. I’ll get started on dinner after you shower,” said Lynn.
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Sloane looked around more. Lynn’s old black heels were by the couch, and on the back of
the couch rested a dark blue dress. The tissues in Lynn’s hands were smudged with red. “What’s
that?” Sloane asked. Lynn looked at the tissues and back at her husband. “I told you, it’s
nothing.”
“Is that lipstick?”
“I told you, it’s nothing.”
“Lynn,” Sloane set his lunchbox on the counter and rolled up his sleeves, “get out of the
way.” Lynn stood still in front of Arlo, whose green eyes only seemed to grow wider. Sloane
breathed heavily through his nostrils as he took hold of Lynn’s wrist and moved her aside.
“I told you it’s nothing!” Lynn shouted.
“Stay out of the way!” he shouted back. Arlo recoiled further on the couch.
“Sloane, I’m begging you, don’t do this, he’s just a child!”
“Lynn,” Sloane got closer to her face, enough to smell the wintergreen mint of her gum,
“get to our room, right now.”
“Think about this, please!”
Sloane pointed down the hallway. “Get into that fucking room right now.”
“He’s only a child!” Lynn stormed down the hallway. Her movement shook the trailer,
and when she slammed the door it sounded ready to break off the hinges.
Sloane unhooked his belt and removed it from his belt loops. He unfurled the deep brown
leather at his side. “A child that wants to play dress-up. A boy that wants to be a girl.” Sloane
stared at Arlo and turned him onto his stomach. He lifted Arlo’s shirt and jacket to reveal his pale
back. Sloane brought the belt down once onto Arlo’s flesh and left a red protruding lash on the
skin. Arlo began to cry. “Still want to be a little girl?” Sloane asked as he brought the belt down
again and a third time. The belt smacks echoed in the trailer. The cracks on bare skin
momentarily stopped the crying before it picked up again, and a fourth smack finished the job.
Sloane threw his belt over his shoulder and helped the crying child off the couch and he gave
him a shove down the hall towards his room. Arlo shut the door behind him.
The sobbing continued for ten minutes from Arlo’s room before it stopped. Lynn locked
the door, so Sloane remained in his work clothes in the living room. He cracked open a beer and
sat on the couch and tried to watch the TV, but its audio went in one ear and out the other. He
stood and paced around the room and even cleaned up a bit. He tossed the dress to the end of the
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couch and finally made himself something to eat. More hours passed, and with the door still
locked, he showered and slept on the couch. It did not come easily.
***
Sloane woke early.
He creeped down the hall and opened Arlo’s door. The light of the hallway shone through
the crack of the door and helped show the red welts on the boy’s back. Sloane stood silent for
some seconds before he clicked his tongue. Arlo wearily turned and looked. “Get some clothes
on. We’re heading out.” Sloane shut the door and went to the couch where he sat in silence and
stared at his own hands. He was a big man, he knew that, but only now did he see how big. He
waited in the living room as the sleepy ten year old stumbled out. Arlo’s hair was wild and frizzy
from the recent sleep. Sloane tried to pat it down but Arlo recoiled.
He led his nephew out the door and into the early morning. The sky was still black
though tints of orange peeked through. Sloane unlocked his truck, got in first and opened the
glovebox. A black pistol sat inside beside an ammunition magazine. Sloane grabbed the gun and
shoved it into his hoodie, then Arlo entered the truck and shut his door. The truck started
instantly. Sloane powered his lights and backed out the gravel road.
He drove for forty minutes. Arlo bounced between sleep and consciousness, and when he
was awake he only watched the passing scenery from his window. They drove past empty farms
and other trailers. Sometimes there would be a home, tall and luxurious in the fields. Eventually
Sloane turned onto a gravel road that morphed into a dirt one, then the road was no more. The
truck came to a stop in the pine.
The two stepped out into a wooded area. Too small to be called a forest, but the trees here
still seemed lush, even in the autumn. Sloane took deep breaths of the fresh air. Arlo shivered
and rubbed his arms to stay warm. Sloane began to walk. Arlo followed his trail. Sloane led the
way through the woods and helped Arlo cross a creek he was too scared to walk through. As they
walked, the sun revealed itself through the clouds and shone on the land.
Arlo was panting by the time they reached the top of a small hill. Sloane could see miles
of woods stretching beyond. Arlo hunched over with hands on his knees to catch his breath.
Sloane smiled at the view, then looked down at Arlo. He felt the pistol still in his pocket. “When
your dad and I were younger, our dad would bring us out here. Younger than you are now, even.
He showed us how to shoot, how to live like his father, how to respect.” Sloane pulled the pistol
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out from his hoodie and looked around the woods. “This way, Arlo.” Sloane began to walk. Arlo
stumbled behind him. They walked minutes more before Sloane stopped. He put a finger to his
lips and shushed the boy.
Sloane pointed towards a fat rabbit up ahead that was nibbling at some grass, its whiskers
long and its fur a dark brown. Sloane got down on one knee and pulled Arlo beside him. “Here,
take the pistol like this,” Sloane whispered. He took Arlo’s hands and put the pistol in them and
helped with its weight. “Get down and hold it up. Lock your elbows.” Arlo stood still. “Come on,
hold it up. Keep your elbows locked.” Arlo then got on one knee and weakly raised the pistol
with Sloane’s help. “Hold it straight.”
Arlo lowered the pistol and Sloane now held it up for him. “Straight, boy, straight,”
Sloane said. He glanced over at Arlo, who looked away from the rabbit and towards the dirt.
Sloane angrily sighed and took the pistol from Arlo’s hands. Sloane quickly took aim down the
sights at the rabbit and fired.
The gunshot echoed through the woods. The bullet pierced into the dirt just shy of the
animal. The rabbit turned and saw the two then hopped into some bushes. The flora rustled as it
moved. Sloane groaned, swore under his breath, then looked down at Arlo, who was now on his
hands and knees in the dirt, and the boy began to gasp for air.
“Get up, Arlo. Let’s head back,” Sloane said, but Arlo remained gasping and down on the
ground. “Get up,” Sloane repeated. He listened more to the gasps and set the pistol down before
he crouched beside the child. “Arlo, where’s your inhaler?” Arlo fell to the ground and tried to
reach for his jacket but his arm stopped. Sloane rolled his nephew onto his side and felt through
his jacket. He searched and felt through the pockets outside and inside. There was nothing.
Sloane felt his heart drop into his gut.
“Don’t panic,” Sloane told Arlo. The boy’s eyes were starting to shut and the gasps began
to quiet. Sloane shook Arlo’s shoulders and said his name twice and got no response. He looked
around at the empty woods then stood up. “Breathe, Arlo, take big breaths.” Sloane planted both
feet on the ground and picked up his nephew in his arms. Sloane groaned with the weight and
started to jog back to the truck.
He carried Arlo over the brush and weeds. He ran around a fallen tree and dashed through
the freezing water of the creek and soaked his boots. He nearly dropped Arlo and had to fix his
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grip before he moved again. Arlo’s breaths were quiet, if there were any at all. Sloane would not
have heard them anyway. He only heard his own breaths as he ran.
Soon Sloane could no longer run. He was not the athlete he once was. His run went to a
jog and then turned into a walk. He stopped and nearly dropped the boy. He set Arlo down in a
patch of tall blue flowers, the petals thin and climbing the stem, and Arlo’s body flattened some.
Sloane went to his own knees and put his hand on Arlo’s chest to feel a heartbeat. “Arlo, please,”
Sloane begged, his eyes starting to water. He could not stop the tears once they began to stream
down his cheeks. “Wake up, boy, please.” He gently smacked the boy’s cheeks to try and wake
him, and when that failed, Sloane pleaded more. “Wake up, please, Arlo. Open your eyes.” He
shook the boy’s body but to no avail. He set his head down on Arlo’s chest and sobbed into the
boy’s jacket.
Sloane looked up and saw Arlo’s hand slowly close and open. He looked at Arlo’s eyes
and watched them squint open to reveal emerald eyes. Sloane still cried as Arlo awoke. He
wrapped his arms around the boy and pulled him close, and he sobbed into the boy’s shoulder.
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Poolside

Megan Rinker
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The Queen Bee
Cody McCoy

“Who all is going to be at the family reunion?” Debbie asked while she sat in the back
seat of her grandparent’s car. Despite starting her copy of Charlotte’s Web copy once the road trip
started, she finished reading its last page a few minutes ago, and talking was the best solution to
help her following boredom.
The road was starting to get narrow, bumpy, and windy with its edges weathered away
from a time long before the three’s arrival. Untrimmed foliage was drooped around faded and
twisted road signs. Managing through the road required her grandpa’s attention, so her grandma
decided to answer instead. “Ah, well… Let me think. Uncle Tyler and Aunt Ashley are coming.
Most of the Beckett family will be there. Similar to the one Grandpa went to last year. So Papaw
and Granny will be there. Anybody you know who’s not coming, honey?”
A bump bounced Debbie from her seat. “No one told me nothing of the sort,” Debbie’s
grandpa said. “Uncle John and Aunt Denise, Aunt Linda and Uncle Gary, Uncle Tim and Aunt
Judy. Expect them. Emily, Austin, Sean, and Kelly might make it. They was there last time.
Beyond that, not sure.”
“Is Emily bringin’ the baby?” Debbie asked.
Through the front view mirror, Debbie saw her grandma’s expression tighten before
turning to her husband. “You think she would?”
“That would be hell,” Grandpa Beckett said. “Maybe if it was cooler. No baby should sit
through this hours on end under ninety-degree weather. I reckon that showing off a child named
Hurley wouldn’t be the best idea, anyways.”
“Mark!” Grandma Beckett chided. “It’s not that bad of a name. It was apparently more
popular back when we were young.”
“I like it,” Debbie said.
“The only thing that name makes me like to do is hurl,” Debbie’s grandpa said. “I bet that
one ain’t even the worst of what’s coming up. The internet is starting to give people weird ideas.
I was talking to my barber last week, and he said that his cousin named his boy Brantley.
Brantley! What does that even mean? Sounds like hippie hogwash. You wouldn’t name a child
Brantley, right? Lisa? Debbie?”
“Absolutely not,” said Debbie’s grandma.
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“No...?” Debbie said. Thinking of baby names had never been a topic of interest for her.
Yet, when she thought about the differences between the meaning of Mark, Brantley, and Lisa,
she never understood why one name disgusted her grandparents noticeably more than the others.
“Good,” Mark said. “We should be here in a few minutes. Just gotta make this turn…
And up we go.”
“Is my name ‘hippie hogwash?’” Debbie asked.
“I’d say the opposite, really,” Debbie’s grandma answered. “A bit old fashioned, but we
like it. That’s one thing your mom got right.”
When their car turned into a field of parked cars near a large house, Debbie knew that this
was the destination. They opened their own doors and got out of the car. Debbie noticed one
striking piece of information that ignored everything else: bees. So many bees. The grass had
grown with all sorts of flowers to bloom such as dandelions, daisies, and white clovers. Most of
the bugs were bumblebees, but the few honeybees and sweat bees did not escape Debbie’s sight.
“Oh no,” Debbie said, hopping back inside the car. It was an awful day to wear a yellow
dress.
“What’s the matter?” Debbie’s grandpa asked. Debbie’s eyes darted between various
parts of the ground around her, tracking every movement of all the bees nearby. “Oh. Reckon
you’re still not over that. Thought you would by now. Well, you know you’re gonna have to
move sooner or later, right?”
Debbie nodded. “We can’t go back to drop you off after a two-hour drive,” her grandpa
continued. “And you’re not going to stay in this car the whole time. I’m getting too old and
you’re getting too big to carry you.” He looked towards the field in deep thought until his
attention went back to Debbie. “Alright, how about this: We’re going to walk through the field
together. You’ll stay behind me, and Grandma will stay behind you. If bees are gonna be pissed
off by anyone, it would be me. We’ll be nearby to prevent anything happening to you.” He
extended his hand towards Debbie. “How’s that?”
After grabbing the food Debbie’s grandparents prepared for the family reunion, the three
started their way through the field with each of them carrying a bag of food stored in Tupperware
containers. Debbie’s eyes still focused on whichever bee buzzed closest to her, and the varying
vibrations of their wings couldn’t put her at ease. When she heard a set get rapidly louder, her
body jerked, but she still moved forward without stopping.
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As the three made a straight line through the field, Debbie realized that they were passing
by the house. “Is this… Not inside?”
“No, dear,” Debbie’s grandma answered. “There would be too many people for it to be
indoors. I assume it’s on the other side of the house, right, honey?”
“Yeah,” Debbie’s grandpa said. Debbie’s focus diverted from the buzzing of bees because
she started to hear a mixture of many conversations, none of which she could make anything out
of. When they walked around the house, Debbie saw a gathering of over a hundred people taking
a seat in or standing around scattered, white folding tables. Immediately after noticing the group
of people, Debbie’s focus shifted to a short yet wide redbud tree adjacent to the back corner of
the house. With such a large amount of flowers within the fairly small tree, the dozens of
swarming bees were no surprise. The grass in the area with dining tables had been cut not too
long ago, at the very least. Also, there could have been more bees near the tree, but the tree
started to be withering from the looks of it.
After dropping off their food to the long line of adjoining tables to further add to the
buffet, they walked to a table away from the redbud tree that seated people Debbie recognized,
such as Uncle Tyler, Aunt Ashley, and the rest of the family Grandpa Beckett previously
predicted would be there. A few minutes went by through introductory chatter.
“Where’s your mom?” Uncle Tyler asked Debbie.
“She’ll be here sooner or later,” Debbie said. “She’s at work right now.”
“Is she now?” This time Uncle Tyler’s face looked at Debbie’s grandparents.
“She promised us she’ll come eventually,” Grandma Beckett responded.
While initially distracted, Debbie realized that a few weeds stood tall around and under
the table despite most of the gathering area being trimmed. Those weeds were enough to attract
the occasional bee, so Debbie lifted her legs up from the ground and put herself in a cross-legged
position upon the seat of the chair. While she had a feeling that the long, yellow dress covering
her legs and feet would not be effective as protection for her skin, her wishful thinking gave her
some comfort. She knew she looked strange (the stares from Papaw and Granny helped confirm
her suspicion), but she couldn’t help herself. She saw a group of children around her age play in
an open space nearby. If Debbie had been asked if she was interested in playing with them, she
would have to turn down that idea. Not only did she shudder at the idea of meeting kids who,
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despite being related, felt like total strangers to her, but the idea of walking through more bugs
and flowers would have made her a bumbling mess by the time she reached them.
Besides, Debbie reluctantly socialized with other people regardless. Every few minutes a
person who Debbie had no memory of would stop and say something along the lines of “Wow,
why isn’t it Debbie! You’ve grown so much”, and she would just sit there not knowing what to
say. They would try to continue talking, and the mix of guilt and discomfort of having somebody
know you for years without even knowing their name or how they were connected within the
family tree in return made Debbie wish they would just buzz off. Sometimes one of her
grandparents or another family member she was more familiar with would chip in, which, to
Debbie’s relief, helped put off attention towards her.
Around thirty minutes after Debbie arrived, an organizer of the reunion whom Debbie
vaguely remembered asked for everyone to join in prayer for grace to thank God for the harvest
before the feast began. Once the prayer ended, she sat in place as the line began to form. Her
grandparents rose but noticed that Debbie did not follow before they got in line themselves.
“Are you not coming?” Grandma Beckett asked.
“I’ll wait for the line to get shorter,” Debbie said while waving her hands. “It’s fine. I’ll
be in line at some point.”
With a shrug from Grandpa Beckett to his wife, they and the rest of Debbie’s family went
off to the line without any further conflict. In the meantime, she thought of things she could
perve herself once the time comes. “I mean, KFC would taste good right now,” Debbie thought.
“Bless whoever brought that. Wait, I only see a few buckets left. Would it run out? Shoot. Maybe
staying here was wrong. I probably need water, too. I’m starting to see more sweat bees fly near
less lucky people. It sure is hot. I’ll be burning up soon. Ah geez, but now the line is actually
long. Maybe I can skip the line without anybody caring if I just get a—”
“Debbie?” a familiar voice called out. It was her mom with her slightly disheveled red
hair and sunglasses. “Why are you sitting like that?”
“Hi Mom,” Debbie said, using some bravery to force her eyes towards a strange metal
cylinder held in her mother’s hand.
“Oh, this?” Debbie’s mom asked using her other hand to point to the cylinder. “One of
my party friends showed this off yesterday. It’s kind of like a cigarette. So I breathe in.” She put
her lips between one end of the cylinder and audibly inhaled. She then breathed out a clearer,
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thinner type of air than the smoke she normally breathes out. “Breathe out. It’s vapor instead of
smoke—I guess people are calling it a vape.”
“Cool!” Debbie said.
“Yeah, I kind of expec—” Debbie’s mom stopped herself with a coughing fit. Debbie
thought she sounded old when she did something like that in front of her in a way that betrayed
her looks. She looked young. Maybe a little too young, Debbie was starting to realize. “Wait.
Where is everyone?”
Debbie pointed to her grandparents in the back of the line, who had not yet noticed their
daughter’s arrival.
“And why aren’t you with them?”
Debbie started to answer, but a sweat bee flew and landed on the table in front of her. She
scuttled away from the bee as much as she could.
“I swear to God,” Debbie’s mom started. “Not this shit again. I keep telling you that you
shouldn’t even worry if you’ve never even been stung before. Grandma’s allergic for chrissake,
and she’s alright. Why can’t you just grow up already?”
Debbie tried to look at her mom while keeping the sweat bee in her peripheral vision in
hopes of calming her down, but Debbie’s eye movements failed to fool her mom.
“Here,” Debbie’s mother fumed while walking and grabbing her daughter’s wrist. “Let
me show you why they’re harmless.” Her grip was tight as usual. The only resistance that came
from Debbie was her rigid walk, which Debbie’s mom seemed neither to have known nor cared
about. They arrived a few feet away from the redbud tree.
“I’m going to smoke a cigarette,” her mom said, pulling out a pack of Marlboros from the
purse dangling upon one of her elbows. “I need to see if ditching these can actually happen. If a
bee so much as even touches you, I lose. Then I can say, ‘You’re right, and I’m wrong.’ But I’m
going to enjoy this moment because I know that won’t happen. I’ll stop when this cigarette bud
falls.”
“It’s called a cigarette butt,” Debbie said.
Her mom’s face twisted into a glare. “What?”
“Grandma told me about that on the way here. She corrected me. Told me it’s a cigarette
butt, not a bud.”
“Nobody likes a smartass, Debbie Downer,” her mom scolded.
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“Sorry.”
“Again—if you were truly sorry, you wouldn’t have said it.”
Her mom ignited her lighter after her thumb gave a few hurried flicks upon the
sparkwheel to enkindle her cigarette. She placed the tip of the cigarette filter inside her mouth
and inhaled. She coughed on the first inhale, but eventually found her old groove. Debbie stood
still. There were so many bees. Which ones would move the most? Which ones looked more
curious or hostile than others? Which ones looked like they could be interested in the two?
Which one looked to give the most painful sting? Questions like these swarmed her mind
repeatedly until, finally, her mom got bored.
“See?” Debbie’s mom asked. “What did I tell you? Nothing. They’re a natural good. So
you better stop that shit from now on. Look, I can even throw this cigarette into the tree, and they
wouldn’t care about us. Come on, let’s go.” She threw her cigarette into the flowers of the
redbud. The two started to turn away, but a few family members distanced between the two
looked alarmed in, or rather, beyond their direction. Debbie, turning her neck, soon realized that
the end of the cigarette still had heat. First, a trail of smoke flowed upwards. Everyone seemed to
feel too stunned to move. Then, a flare emerged from a redbud petal. Once everyone snapped out
of their daze, it was too late: the tree was rapidly being engulfed in flames. The bees, fleeing
from their former gathering place, seethed with a vicious collective droning and started targeting
the one who threw the cigarette.
Debbie started to hear buzzing around her, so she ran. Yet, none of the bees were
targeting her. She felt no stings. She looked back to see her mom in welts. Other family members
were trying to put out the fire. They seemed to be in no mood to help Debbie’s mom, and
admittedly, she didn’t care either as she rushed towards her grandparent’s car.
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The In-Between and the Forgotten
Kristi Snodgrass

He had lived for over a thousand years.
When he was locked away in the white void, he was still young. As an eighteen-year-old
faery with a long lifespan of lasting youth ahead of him, he had only just begun his training, had
barely ventured through the land that was to be his kingdom. But now? Now, he was far older
than his parents had been before he was separated from them. Now, with the looking glass that
he used his Gift to create upon waking up in the endless white, he had finally seen all of his
kingdom. From the frozen northern mountains to the bright western forests to the small eastern
villages to the open southern shores—he left no place unchecked.
And he had seen how lost it had become in the hands of another.
Caldor. That bastard who had once been his friend, had tricked him into believing there
was something more, had looked him in the eye while he lay there bleeding and smiled as he
locked him away with no means of escape, had killed his— That unforgivable bastard, with the
easily won loyalty of those traitorous lords, had taken power and proclaimed himself king within
a single night.
But seizing power was just the beginning for Caldor.
Stuck in the endless void, the trapped faery could only watch through his silent looking
glass in horror as Caldor brought darkness upon the land. He had watched as Caldor stilled the
waters of the southern shores, razed the rebelling eastern villages to the ground, and choked the
life out of the western forests, sparing only the North from his direct terror and instead leaving its
descent into darkness in the hands of the just as cruel Northern Lord, who had become his
second-in-command.
He had watched as Caldor unleashed all of his dark anger and resentment on the innocent,
harmless humans. The once countless, peaceful human villages and towns were bathed in blood
then destroyed by Caldor’s orders. Any remaining humans were either directly enslaved or
forcibly relocated to a small, human-only territory carved out of the eastern lands, where their
endless labor could easily be controlled and exploited.
And the halflings. Oh god the halflings. Those beautiful miracles, testaments to the truth
that love knows no bounds—they didn’t stand a chance. Caldor may have hated humans, but he
was still willing to allow their meager survival in order to use them as he wished. But with
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halflings? The trapped faery didn’t need a looking glass to understand that Caldor’s resentment
for them went far beyond simple hate. He had watched with tears in his eyes and pleas on his lips
as Caldor ordered their absolute end. He had lost count of all of the executions, the successful
hunting parties, the public beatings, and the severing of families that led to the diminishing of
halfling lives.
Of course, some were quick enough to hide away or were lucky enough to look more like
a full human or faery and let their halfling identity fade into mere memory. However, this poor
attempt at consolation did little to ease the trapped faery’s sorrow and guilt. The darkness on the
other side of the looking glass was simply too vast and unending.
He had seen enough.
Centuries had passed since he stopped looking into the glass. A fine layer of dust, a thing
somehow still possible in the white void, had settled onto its reflective surface, but he didn’t
bother wiping it away. There was no point. Meeting his eyes in the blurred looking glass one last
time and noticing the dull glaze that had long taken over his once brilliant green eyes, he turned
around and began walking away.
He had seen enough, and he didn’t want to see any more.
He stopped walking after only a few steps. The void was endless, but he didn’t need to go
far. The dagger was already in his hand. Crafted with his Gift, the small blade was made of silver
and etched with the intricate symbols that no amount of time could make him forget, even when
time robbed him of his father’s laugh, his mother’s smile.
A tear slid down his pale face. He thought he’d be past crying by this point. Those early
years were filled with nothing but tears. Days as endless as the void were spent wracked with
guilt and sorrow over his own loss and the loss that he had brought upon so many innocents on
the other side of the looking glass. He thought he’d drown in his tears, had wanted to.
He quickly brushed his cheek with the back of his hand. He wanted to do this brave. He
wasn’t brave then, had been young and foolish and a coward. This time though, centuries of
regret and sorrow later, he would be brave. It was the least he could do.
With steady hands, he raised the dagger to his chest. With a release of breath, he closed
his eyes to the blinding white. In that moment, he was ready to accept the dark.
But in that very moment of acceptance, when everything was about to end and begin all
at once, when the silence seemed deafening—the silence broke.
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No!
His eyes snapped open. The looking glass had never once offered sound; it was never
made to. He wasn’t even using it, let alone facing it. The impossibilities rang throughout his
mind, telling him to not look back, to close his eyes once more, and to finish what needed to be
done.
He was never good at listening to others, even when that someone was himself.
With his breath held tight, he turned to face the looking glass, and his once so sure hands
immediately began to shake. His eyes filled with tears, and the dagger slipped from his grasp.
He had lived for over a thousand years, and for centuries that looking glass had shown
him nothing but never-ending death and cruelty and darkness. But in that darkest of moments,
when the past had seemed irredeemable and the future entirely lost, he saw light in the looking
glass.
He saw hope.
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Ship of Poseidon
Megan Rinker
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Not Enough

Joshua Treadway
A fire roars in the drawing room, providing a cozy escape from the chaos of the ballroom.
Charles leans against the wall right under a portrait of his family. It’s one of my favorite
portraits, because you can see how he clearly favors his mother. He has her strong bone structure,
her eyes, green like the first leaves of spring, her flaming red hair; all things that I had been
immediately drawn to. He pushes off the wall as he sees that I’ve joined him.
“James, I was hoping you’d notice I had vacated the party.” His father had just been
selected Lord Speaker of Parliament, and one can only feign excitement for so long. “You always
know where to find me.”
I close the door behind me and approach him, “How could I not? You always seem to
find solace in the same place.” I tug at the lapel of his coat and urge his lips to mine, but I feel
him hesitate. I lower my hands. “Is something the matter?”
“No, no, nothing is wrong! There’s just,” he backs away and wrings his hands, looking
more nervous than I’ve seen from him in years. “I have something I need to discuss with you,
and I cannot risk getting distracted.”
“Oh, alright then!” I drop unceremoniously onto the loveseat near the fire, “Mind if I
make myself comfortable then?”
“Of course, dear.” I expect him to join me, but instead he paces the room, gnawing at his
cuticles. “So, I love you an—”
“Charles, I thought we had already established that,” I deadpan.
“Yes, but do you know that I cannot bear to live without you? Do you know that every
time your father takes you on those barbaric hunting trips, I crave your return like I crave
oxygen?”
“You know that I feel similarly….” They are the only words I can force in the moment.
“You do?” I nod. “Alright then,” he falls to one knee and reaches for his coat pocket. Oh
no. “James Fair—”
“Charles get off the damn ground right now, or so help me God.” Mumbled under my
breath, the threat is not enough to stop him.
“James Fairworth, I have loved you my entire life and I cannot ever stop now,” He pulls a
box from his pocket and opens it to reveal a polished wooden ring, one he probably carved
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himself. “Marry me, run away with me, love me forever like I will love you.” I knew he was
going to do it, but I cannot believe he actually did it. When I don’t respond, he grabs my hand
and, voice wavering, says “Please.”
I cup his face with my other hand and feel the gentle scratch of his stubble, “Dear, you
know how much I love you but… marriage? It could never be, it’s not even legal. And… and
what of our reputations? It must be easier for you, you’ve always had it all, but think of me. I’ve
just started working my way up in the bank, finally getting a good start in the world! Think of
what people would say!”
“But I—we don’t have to be married in the eyes of the law, or the eyes of God, or
whoever else feels the need to know about us. Who cares what they say? What of what I say? Of
what we feel!?” His eyes light up as he tightens his grip and shakes our joined hands. “I just want
to give up the façade and love you! I want to scream it from the rooftops, and if the only means
of that are running away, being outcasts, hell, joining the circus, whatever it takes, that is what I
want. I just want you, and I will do anything to have you, don’t you see that? Do you not feel the
same?” He’s crying now, his face red, and saliva collecting at the corners of his mouth.
“You know I love you, but there are just some things that are impossible for us, we’ve
known this. You’re wanting me to give up my life here, to give up my job, leave my family, not
to have children, and redirect my entire life for you? I know we’ve talked like this but I—I never
imagined you could be genuine about it. Do you understand the weight of what you’re asking
for? The irreparable, irreversible implications that this would have?”
“Yes James, I understand, and I mean every word. I thought you would understand! You
hate your family, you hate your job, you hate this Goddamn polluted city, and you love me, so
what the fuck is keeping you here?!” He crumples in on himself and begins to sob in earnest. “I
just want you to love me as I love you, forever. That is all I want. We can go off to the lakes like
all the old poets! I can use my parents’ money at get us a quaint little cottage! Romanticism does
not have to die with Wordsworth, it can live on in the two of us!”
“Charles, you know how much I love you, but we can never be real.” I can feel a tear
coming dangerously close to falling from my own eye. “These dreams, or plans, or whatever you
think they are can’t be real. This can never be real. We’ve always known this arrangement has
had an expiration date.”
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“Ah,” he sniffles, “I see then. In that case, uhm, I think it may be for the best that this is
over. I cannot bear the thought of—” He turns away from me, dislodging my hand from his face,
and licks his lips. “I cannot allow myself to fall more in love with you than I already am, just for
you to decide later that what we have now is too much. The nation is entering a new age, I guess
it only makes sense that we do too.” He lets go of my hand as if it has burnt him, getting up off
the ground and beginning to walk to the door
“Charles, wait!” I jump from the couch as he grabs the handle. “I love you and you know
that, please don’t be foolish. It’s just,” I grab his forearm and turn him to face me. He relents.
“This is as far as we can go, but I want this, I want you, for as long as possible. This has worked
for nearly a decade, who’s to say it can’t continue? If you’re feeling neglected, I can show you
more attention; we can go for more afternoon strolls in Hyde park, we can travel, whatever you
want, but that is all I can give you right now. My love is all I can give you. Is that not enough, is
now not enough?”
I lean into him and press my lips to his. He doesn’t engage with the kiss at first, but when
he does, he is ravenous. The kiss is deep, passionate, and hungry, reminiscent of our school days,
and I can tell that it will be our last. I can taste the salt of his tears as he opens his mouth to mine.
He digs his fingers into my shoulders as I place mine at his hips and pull him into me.
Moments float into my memory like ashes from the fire, all warm and welcoming and
dangerous: sharing secrets in my attic, stolen kisses in school hallways, our seemingly innocent
travel year to Paris, fog on the windows of his parents’ carriage, nighttime walks along the musty
Thames. Very suddenly I’m torn from my trance as he bites my bottom lip before pushing me
away.
“I’m afraid it can’t be enough for me.” He says as he wipes his tears on his shirtsleeves
and leaves the drawing room.
I feel a single tear roll down my cheek as I watch him leave to rejoin the party. And as I
stand alone with the crackling fire and his family portrait staring right at me, I gaze into those
bright green eyes which I have turned tired and lifeless. I hope that he won’t make a scene,
though I know he has every right to.
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One Last Trip
Robert Weiss

Tomorrow will mark day one of me being sober. But today, I’m having a going-away
party to intoxication, to me. I’ve got a new needle and saline from the Exchange, some
ground-up vitamin C, one of those fancy travel spoons all polished up, and the best China White
I could find. Gotta go out with style, you know?
I give one last look-over of the room to make sure I’m ready. Got a phone playing music
on the old desk across the room; bed’s all set in the corner with the puke bucket next to it; blinds
are closed and the night lights are on. Yep, I’m ready.
I find an empty spot among the track marks, get it good with an alcohol wipe, and tie up.
One last scar among scars. Saline, vitamin C, and China White in the spoon, all melted and
bubbly. Filter with a bit of cotton and inject. See the cherry liqueur blood come up through the
needle, release the tie-up, plunge down real slow.
Bliss. I feel the warm relaxation slide through my veins. Nothing beats it. I throw
everything except the China White in the bucket; if I come down too early, I can always chase it
or snort it. I lie down in the bed and look up at the stars. Not real ones, those glow-in-the-dark
ones and tons of stickers I found a while back. Somewhere up there, Trace wrote out ‘fuck’ but I
can’t find it. Was it above the fish tank?
I lift my head up, trying to see if it’s there, but my eyes are too heavy and sink down. I
see the tank itself, half filled with murky, green water and sunken trash. “Maybe I can get one of
those goofy little snail crabs. Did I say that out loud or just think it?” Hermit crabs, that’s what
those guys are. Satisfied, I feel my body sink back down as I float above it.
God, I’m going to miss this. Gotta straighten up though, don’t want to end up like Trace.
How many days was it before they were found? Three? Four? “Christ, this is depressing.” I close
my eyes and try not to think. I see Trace, blue skin, flies buzzing everywhere, the smell of shit
and piss.
Nope. I open my eyes, sit up too fast. Stay still for a minute, let my mind catch up with
my body as the room spins around me. Just need some more dope, to stave off whatever this is. I
reach for the baggie, but come up with the puke bucket instead. My guts spill out into it as I
suddenly feel needles in my stomach and my flesh crawling, itching. Thanks, brain. I grab a beer
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can, swish it around to wash out the sour bile and spit it into the bucket. As for the can, I try
throwing it in the fish tank and miss, soaking my wall with beer. Oh well.
What was I doing? “Right, the White.” I fish my lighter out of the bucket and wipe it off
on the mattress. I manage to actually grab the baggie this time and find a piece of foil, caked
with black tar from previous uses. Christ, you always forget something.
I dump out the rest of the powder onto the foil and get it nice and neat in a line. I look
around for a straw, only to find it in my hand. Sweet. I heat the foil up and chase the dragon, not
letting any of that bitter smoke escape. My head spins again as I fight back the urge to free the
beast. The urge wins, and I let out this rattling cough, like the smoke knocked something loose.
Don’t even have beer to wash it down this time, great.
I lay back again, feeling like I’m sinking beneath it this time. I watch my head roll to the
side, facing the mirror on the closet door. The reflection’s pupils are the size of periods, skin’s
whiter than the heroin, lips blue as the sky. A fly lands on their nose, and I feel its weight in my
eyes. “That’s me,” the Reflection tells me. “You’re me. This isn’t good.” Agreeing, I get up,
realizing I need to call for help.
I get one step from the bed before the floor rushes up to attack me. I see stars in my
vision, and think I’m face up, before realizing all the weight’s still on my head. I push myself off
the floor, see a pool of blood forming, a fly crushed in the crimson. I wipe my nose and my hand
comes away covered in blood. Wonderful. I manage to crawl three steps towards the desk,
towards the phone, before I puke again. Fire forms in my stomach, rushing up through my throat,
burning me.
I look up at the desk, still lightyears away. But, I see something glittering from the night
lights. My beer, it had rolled closer to my side of the room after I threw it. New plan, beer first to
fix me up, then phone for help. I try to crawl again, dragging myself instead since both legs
refuse to work now, towards ambrosia.
10 seconds, 10 minutes, 10 years. I’ve got no idea how long it took for me to get to it. All
I know is, that mouthful of bitter brew with a hint of sharp iron nose blood is the best thing I ever
tasted. I roll onto my back, wanting to rest a minute to catch my breath. I see stars, so much it’s
like I’m looking at the real night sky. My hand rises into my vision and waves at me, covered in
some of the same stars. “Your vision’s fucked, dude,” I hear the Reflection tell me. I try to look
back at it but my neck won’t twist that way.
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With the beer calming down my stomach, I feel tired, more tired than I ever have in my
life. I can feel the nerves of panic firing in my brain, sending messages that go nowhere. Sure,
this is bad, but a nap would help. Quick snooze, call for help, maybe get a bit more booze. My
hand frees itself from my face, and I feel a dull thud echo through my arm as it hits the ground.
The wooden floor around me feels so soft, like cashmere or something.
I look up at the ceiling sky one more time, then close my eyes.
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Dreaming of Tomorrow
Kristi Snodgrass
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Queer Appalachian
Seth Cardwell

Queer Appalachian—a phrase that, within itself, contains two distinct identities, each
inexorably opposed to the other. Can they co-exist? What possible harmony of interest links the
two? As a child of Appalachia, born and bred in the heart of her coalfields, my childhood is
dotted with memories of the communities of which I was a part, of the verdant arms of nature
that encroached upon the slowly disintegrating coal camp houses—much like a web that
threatened to ensnare and consume location’s past. My upbringing was one that indebted me to
the struggle of my progenitors: to the hardships, the isolation, the sense of being an outsider
within one’s own country. The other piece of me, the one that uniquely defines my own
coming-of-age story, realizes a multi-faceted affair that puts my soul forever at odds with itself. I
am different. I have been and am still unlike those that are around me, and the conflict with
which I must contend is one that possesses no easy answer, it pits man against himself in the
understanding of his own being. To this, I ask, what place is there in this world for such a
paragon as ‘Queer Appalachian?’ How is it, I wonder, that I can come to terms with two
inter-mingling identities that are so opposed to one another, especially when the former—the
‘Queer’—when combined with the latter, is discredited by the very political movements with
which I long to associate?
The history of Appalachia is dotted with hardship. Its culture is painted with the richness
of the struggles of her people. The children of Appalachia, stigmatized by much of their fellow
countrymen, are misunderstood, underrepresented, and dissociated from the concepts that are so
welcomely endowed to those few fortunate souls that possess the materials and resources to
embody the myth of the American dream. The story of Appalachia weaves a tapestry of deceit,
exploitation of labor, and an endless cycle of poverty that ails her people. And to whom are these
blames bestowed? Certainly not to the industries and politicians that have so systemically ripped
these peoples of their dignity. They are rather affixed to the inhabitants of the landscape
themselves, to the people that dot the hills and valleys of her fertile grounds. It is often assumed
that Appalachians are connected to the land around them, and to an extent this is true. For much
of my family’s history, and many others, the coal mines of bygone eras were the breadbasket of
families that sought a life amongst the bustle of the industrious coalfields. The hills and hollows
which I roamed as a child are vivid to me in my mind. The struggles of my ancestors, their toils
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beneath the surface of the lush landscape, the exploitation of their labor, and the diminishment of
their personal identities by industrial titans are with me constantly. The culture of Appalachia is,
in a way, one of resentment—and rightfully so.
The peoples that have labored here for centuries, that have endured the isolation of the
mountains, that have faced strife and misfortune, are miscredited by the very agency that brought
them their sense of being. The industries that breathed the breath of life into these hills are the
very same ones that have distanced an entire subset of peoples from their own identities. In the
face of exploited labor and a diminished sense of self-actualization, Appalachia has developed a
culture that while espousing pride in her history, rejects the notion of all that is unknown and
embraces the very facets of her existence that have betrayed her people. In a paradoxical claim to
identity, it acknowledges the struggles faced by her people while also crediting the same
industries to their nature of hard-working perseverance.
As a multi-generational child of Appalachia, my story is woven into the hollows that I
called home. My roots are grounded in the identity of endurance, in the steadfastness and
dedication that are required to carry on the legacy of a people whose voice has been robbed from
them for a larger part of their history. We are painted as callous, backward, and unintelligible in
speech. We are gawked at as buffoons and taught to harbor insecurities about the very things that
tie us to our story among these hills. We are dissociated from our own sense of being. This is my
story. My childhood among these hills has impassioned me to desire change, to advocate for my
people who for so long have unjustifiably had their rights and privileges stripped from them. I
am not ashamed of my Appalachian heritage. In fact, it is the piece of my identity with which I
am most enamored. I am a lover of Appalachia, her people, her dialect, her hills, hollows, and
streams. I feel connected and grounded to the struggle that lies here—yet there is a piece of me
with which this is forever at odds.
We in Appalachia, through socialization, are taught from a young age to distrust those
most unlike ourselves, to view outsiders with a sense of caution. Arguably, this is where the
notion of our so-called backwardness originates, but it is a trait that is reasonably grounded in its
assumptions. For centuries, we have been exploited and deceived. We have been taught through
pop culture to be ashamed of our identity and to mask it from the outside world. We have been
the poster child of failure and of poverty. As a result, generations of our people have spent
decades concealing the realities of our identity, denying the environment in which the notions of
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ourselves were conceived, internalizing phobias towards our own culture. Not anymore. I,
though engrained with this sense of wariness toward outsiders, seek to advocate change and
understanding of the hardships that my people have faced. But how am I to do this when the
other half of my identity marks me—a native Appalachian—as an outsider? How am I to
embrace the facet of my identity that most infatuates me when it is met with an opposing half
that deems me as the ‘other’ amongst my own people?
I knew from a young age that I was different, that I did not associate with the notion of
heterosexuality. I, as a gay man, a Queer Appalachian, was taught from a young age to reject
both halves of my identity. To oppose the entirety of myself and what I understood it to be in this
world was my prescribed destiny. Despite being equally proud and unashamed of either half, I
was subconsciously filled to the brim with the narrative that the pieces that defined my own
sense of being were unwelcome in this world and reserved no place among ‘refined’ society. The
mental and emotional struggle of this dichotomous relationship has pitted me against myself on
numerous occasions. Exacerbated by my upbringing in a Pentecostal Church, my Queer identity
remained suppressed throughout my adolescent years as I grappled with the complexities of my
character. I knew who I was and what I could achieve, but the two predominant pieces of my
identity afforded me no place in achieving a sense of comfortability in my own home.
This immense internal strife reached a fever pitch when I became interested in politics. In
thinking that I had found a place where I could embrace all facets of my identity, I was
blindsided by an additional layer of prejudice as a result of the unlikely combination of my
upbringing and sexual identity. Possessing a liberal mindset and valuing the furtherance of my
education, I was struck by the inconsistencies among ‘progressive’ movements in which I longed
to be a part. How, I was brought to ask, can the same like-minded people that proclaim to
promote inclusivity and diversity, stereotype Appalachians in the same way as mainstream
society? What were all of these comments flooding social media every time West Virginia was
brought up in the news? Where, then, was my safe place to be found? Was my comfortability
within my own skin something that needed further analyzing? As I write, a myriad of questions
of the like continue to flood across the pages of my mind. I still have yet to overcome this
obstacle and reconcile my thoughts.
Increasingly, I found that my Queer identity, which was initially afforded a place of
comfort in progressive politics, was oftentimes omitted when found to be in co-existence with
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my Appalachian identity. I cannot understand why progressive movements have sought to shut
out the same identities that they proclaim as striving to reach with their message. How are Queer
youth in Appalachia expected to combat this obstacle? We are constantly in an uphill struggle for
advocacy in our hometowns. We are alienated from both our national and regional identity. The
former due to the stereotyping of our culture, and the latter due to the close mindedness that
plagues the roots of our people. While I proudly display my Appalachian upbringing, it is forever
at odds with my Queer identity. It is arguable, and I stand in firm defense of this, that one cannot
truly claim to love something unless they can also acknowledge the flaws that are inherent in its
being. This is how I feel about my Appalachian heritage. I am proud of my upbringing and
display the traits that I most admire, but I weep for the close mindedness with which my fellow
Appalachians view the world. The lenses that we have developed are undeniably flawed, and it is
this that I have struggled to come to terms with in recognizing my whole being.
When us, as Queer Appalachians crave a break in the isolation and flaws of our own
culture, we are once again rejected by the movements that attempt to postulate the ‘difficulties’
in understanding how to reach us. When we are vocal, we are criticized. In our Appalachian
identity, we are shamed for our sexual identity and often condemned to the far recesses of
society. In our Queer identity, we are discredited for our upbringing, deemed uneducated, and
patronized for our dialect. We are minimized, as both Appalachians and as Queer folk. Our cries
for help go unnoticed. The distinctness of our culture is irreconcilable with the nature of our
being. The cycle of condemnation repeats itself. Just as generational poverty and exploitation
have plagued our Appalachian identity, so too our Queer identity is plagued by society’s
rejection—either alone or in concert with our Appalachian heritage.
Can we then, be blamed for our hesitance to be vocal? Must we, as Queer Appalachians,
disown some part of our own identity in order to be heard? Must we go on shunning ourselves?
How can I embrace my identity in a culture that has decided to reject what it does not
understand?
Where do we go from here? Curiosity is a distinctly human trait, and it is what drives us
toward knowledge and discovery. Yet, something as simple as accepting one’s identity becomes
lost in the complexities of institutional prejudice. I cannot understand how I am supposed to
embrace the part of my Queer identity that desires to break societal molds and advocate for
change for the places and people that I love when my own people often reject me. I cannot
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reconcile how to advocate for my Queer identity without losing the piece of my identity that is
connected to my upbringing, the piece that tells me to reject all that is different and to embrace
only what is known. This, in all of its paradoxical beauty, is the struggle of the Queer
Appalachian.
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To Live Forever
Katie Cisar

The cool air of autumn held my hand, guiding me forward along the rocky forest path.
The tall trees towering over me created a mosaic of orange and red, lit up by the setting
sun. A chorus of birds and bugs reminded me that, although I was alone, I was surrounded by
life. Everything was so vibrant and full of light. It was like a temple sculpted by nature itself.
I wandered through the woods to seek relief from a strange hollowness that had infected
my mind. To rid myself of the hopelessness that had turned me into an empty vessel. To let the
earth fill my soul with life again.
I passed by an elderly couple walking hand in hand. I wondered why they had come to
nature’s temple. Was it to reminisce on all the years they’d spent together? Or was it to argue
about how their love had grown tired as they had grown older? I doubted the latter. They were so
enamored by each other that they hardly noticed as I went around them. I could still hear their
buoyant echoes of laughter and declarations of love when I had gained a considerable distance
between us.
I wandered through the woods to yearn. To yearn for a love like theirs. A love like Greek
fire with an unyielding passion that it could burn through any storm. Not necessarily romantic
love, or even human love for that matter. But perhaps a love for anything that could reignite a
sense of meaning in my life.
As I continued my journey, I saw a father who had his daughter thrown over his
shoulders for a piggy-back ride. The pair traveled in a content silence, taking in nature’s
handcrafted masterpiece. When I walked close enough to see the awestruck expression on the
girl’s face, I knew exactly why she had come to the forest. She was here to explore, to discover
how big and limitless the world could be. To touch the stars. To make lifelong memories with a
father that would lift her up until she could hold the moon in her hands.
I wandered through the woods to escape. To leave behind the past that still troubled me.
When I saw that girl with her father, I could not help the muted anger and irrational
jealousy that pooled in my gut. My father had never lifted me up to the stars. If anything, he’d
kept me chained to the ground with impossible expectations and an obsessive need to sculpt me
into someone that he could bear to call his daughter.
I wandered to get out of his sight.
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I crossed paths with a boy. He walked alone with a pair of earbuds plugged in and a
thoughtful glint in his eyes. Why was he here? His head turned in every direction, as if he was
trying to memorize every bird, every tree, every ray of sunlight that passed through the forest
canopy. He looked lost, but in a wonderful sort of way. He was trying to find himself.
I wanted to find myself too.
I wandered through the woods to gain an identity. To meet the soul that lived under my
skin. To stop living as a façade with a million different faces and to finally become one. To rid
myself of the rotting, ugly sides of myself that tormented both me and people I cared about. I
wandered to meet the person that I’d always wanted to become.
I could not stop my eyes from lingering on the boy as he wandered away, humming a
tune softly under his breath. His voice joined the forest symphony with such ease. It was then
that I realized this boy was very different from me.
Even if he did not know himself, he still knew his soul. He still had a voice that belonged
to him. He did not live each day with an artificial identity that he had created to cater to the
world around him. He lived for himself, and only for himself.
I wanted to be that boy.
I wanted to stop being afraid of my soul.
As I climbed up a particularly steep hill, I noticed the trees parting to reveal a grassy trail.
I followed it until I found myself on the rocks of a cliff, overlooking a valley bordered by the
rounded peaks of the Appalachian Mountains. The Mon River cut a path straight through the
center, sparkling brilliantly underneath the sunset.
I hadn’t quite reached the stars, but I had reached the sky. I was eye level with a group of
beautiful ravens, flying with such an unbridled power that I could only dream of having.
I took a seat on the edge of the cliffside, letting my legs dangle over the forest below. It
was exhilarating. I felt connected to the earth in a way that I had never experienced before. I felt
safe. I felt home.
I reached into my pocket, pulling out my writing journal to describe the incredible scene
that I had walked into. I wrote about the birds and the mountains and the way the orange in the
sky reflected off the Mon.
And then I cried. I cried because I realized that I wanted to be alive. The screaming in my
mind had finally subsided, making way for a liberating silence.
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I cried because I was grateful. Through some miracle, I existed in a world that allowed
me to witness such beautiful sunsets. It made me think about all the other things I was grateful
for.
My friends. I loved them more than anything in the world, and they loved me too.
My family. Our relationship would always be an incomplete patchwork of conditional
acceptance and unconditional love, but this could not erase the threads that bound us together.
The threads that ran deeper than blood. The threads of our patchwork home.
My life. Being lucky enough to wake up every morning and make each day an adventure.
To meet new people. To discover new places. To learn more about the person I was becoming.
To embrace the soul that had been locked away in a prison of my own making.
I looked back at my journal and realized that my page was filled. However, I was not
done writing. I flipped to the next page, and the words practically wrote themselves. Four words.
I want to live.
But I wasn’t done. My pencil kept moving until my soul had been transcribed onto the
page.
I don’t want to die.
I want to live. I want to live.
I want to live forever.
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Life From Death
Kristi Snodgrass
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Acceptance Means Change
Marie Meursault

Imagine a caterpillar. A beautiful, fuzzy caterpillar with vibrant orange and yellow hues.
One day, that caterpillar stops eating those scrumptious green leaves, and it spins itself into a
warm cocoon. Then somehow, by some miraculous work of science, it quickly becomes a
butterfly. For me, it was quite the opposite. I was a beautiful, young butterfly with the strongest
wings and the most beautiful, intricate pattern. Then one day, I woke up, and I was a caterpillar
again. It hurt so much. All of it. Everything.
Reverse metamorphosis is what defines me. The catalyst of my change was Traumatic
Brain Injury (TBI). Neurobiologists know that TBI can cause the victim to experience
psychiatric problems following the injury, and I am a victim. I am a victim of my own choices.
After my first three concussions in a five-month window, I chose to continue wrestling. After my
fourth in six months, I still chose to continue, until I fractured one of my vertebrae, and I
weakened two others to the point that they could break if I am hit too hard. That choice has
resulted in four life-threatening suicide attempts, a crippling stuggle to maintain interpersonal
relationships, and powerful musculoskeletal pain.
I have anxiety. Not the kind that makes you wonder if people are whispering about your
brand new shoes. You know, the ones you were so excited to wear after waiting for weeks, in
hopes the UPS man would suddenly show up in his awkwardly tight khaki shorts, and toss them
to you. Not that kind. I have the type that is disabling. Without my medication, I am disabled. I
cannot hold a conversation, I can’t ride in a car, and if the wrong thought somehow creeps into
my mind, I begin to shake, and my world collapses. It starts with my hands, but as the tension
rises, the thought strengthens—grasping my frail soul in its unrelenting grip—the epinephrine
courses through my brain, and my entire body shakes violently. Tears fall from my eyes,
unrestricted, as if the Hoover Dam has been broken, and now the whole Arizona-Nevada border
is one massive puddle. I have to close my eyes. I have to go to a place so safe and secure that
nobody can know where that place is. It must remain in my thoughts, untainted by this harsh
reality.
I am bipolar. People my age like to say things like, “Ugh, I’m so bipolar! I can’t choose
whether I want to sleep with him or slap him.” If you’re saying something like this, you should
probably slap him, whomever he may be. Anyway, the mystery of mental illness is not one with
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which I am unfamiliar. At the very core of bipolar disorder is mania and depression. The
combination of mania and depression is a strange paradox, making bipolar disorder even more
difficult to understand for most people. On one end of the spectrum, I can stay up for days,
comparing myself to the likes of Ghengis Khan for my self-perceived unmatched wit and
irresistible complexion. But on the other end of the spectrum, all I wish to do is die. How odd! I
could have spent the previous two months believing that I was the most handsome, the smartest,
and the most invincible person on earth, yet here I am one day after the collapse of my world,
and I’m swallowing handful after handful of acetaminophen—hoping to die. The desire to die, in
and of itself, is quite peculiar. Throughout history, we as a species have been adapting to our
environment for the sole purpose of survival, yet there I was, wishing it would all end.
My primary affliction is that my thoughts are so powerful that I have very limited control
over them. But I must accept that. When I was sixteen, my dad told me, “I know you gotta lotta
problems. But you can’t let them stop you from doing what you want and need to do. It’s all
gonna get much worse before it gets any damn better, but you have to power through.” When I
was a kid, that was pretty much the only advice I was given: “Power through. You’ve got it in
you. Don’t lose track of who you are.” Although my dad is a chaotic mess, he is wise beyond his
years. I say this because Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi—colloquially known by his surname,
Gandhi—once said, “Whatever you do in life will be insignificant but it is very important that
you do it because you can’t know. You can’t ever really know the meaning of your life. And you
don’t need to. Every life has a meaning, whether it lasts one hundred years or one hundred
seconds. Every life, and every death, changes the world in its own way. You can’t know. So don’t
take it for granted. But don’t take it too seriously. Don’t postpone what you want.” Maybe my
dad is some wise philosophical genius, or maybe he’s some wise-ass who googled “What do I
say to my kid who just tried to off himself for the third time?” I will never know because I will
never ask him. I refuse to allow my perception of my dad to be altered. Change scares me.
I just sort of coasted through high school. I didn’t fully apply myself, and I didn’t have to.
After my brain injury, I was different. It was as if autopilot had been turned on. But at the
beginning of 2020, I met a girl. We had French class together, and that was all we ever did
together then—speak French. But at the end of 2021, we started dating. Although she does not
know it, she taught me the power of acceptance. Before she and I began dating, I did
unspeakable things, but she accepted the fact that, although I chose to do those things then, over
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time I became a different person. She willingly took a leap of faith and accepted everything
about me—all of my bizarre flaws and defects. She came to love everything about who I am,
regardless of what anyone else had to say about what I had done, and I came to love everything
about her. From that, I realized that I, too, must accept who I am. I have to take responsibility for
everything I have done, and I have to admit my faults and my failures. I am mentally ill, but my
diagnoses do not matter most. They are what they are. It is what it is. I am who I am. I have to
accept that, although I may feel certain feelings that the vast majority of people will never feel, I
have to allow myself to feel them, move past them, and get on with my life.
Slowly, unlike all other caterpillars, I will become a butterfly again.
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Losing God
Jordan Pugh

I am not a religious person; I am agnostic—antagonistic, as my mom would say. I studied
the Old and New Testaments of the Christian Bible in their entirety, the Dead Sea Scrolls, and
even took a world religion course my junior year of college. Christianity formed from Judaism.
Early Christians appropriated a Jewish tradition, then preached antisemitism. What was all that
bullshit about thou shall not judge? The Old Testament was originally written in Hebrew, and the
New Testament was originally written in Greek, and they have since been translated into over
600 languages. So, who is to say that the translations are accurate? Did you know that there are
two versions of the Creation Story? In the first version of the story, which I prefer, God creates
animals first, then he creates Adam and Eve at the same time (Genesis 1). In the second and
more pedagogical version of the story, Adam is made from the dust of the earth when God
breathes life into him. Then, Eve is created out of one of Adam’s ribs to provide him with
company and help (Genesis 2). I bet you were taught Genesis 2 in Sunday School. I’m certainly
no Holy Bible thumper.
I possess profound respect and admiration for polytheistic religions and Judaism, but
goddamn it, I just cannot respect Christianity. If there is a higher being responsible for human
creation, I believe there is no definitive way of knowing, and it is beyond the human
consciousness. I like to think that there is more out there in the universe, though. The universe is
finite. I’d be foolish to think I’m the center of all life. I do not suppose energy can disappear,
only be transformed. I do not know if that energy is restored to the earth, transferred to another
metaphysical plane, or reborn in a new life form. Call me a pagan.
I grew up immersed in the Church of God: the New Testament version of Pentecostalism.
Basically, New Testament Pentecostals can cut their hair and wear pants; traditional
Pentecostalism forbids these practices. I attended Children’s Church, Sunday Service, and Bible
School until I was 13 years old. My Mamaw Bonnie, a silver-haired Super Christian, had a rule:
If you stayed at her house on Saturday night, you go to church Sunday morning . . . it was a trick.
I used to beg to go to Mawmaw Bonnie’s house. She was a great cook and had an inground pool,
making her house the neighborhood hangout spot. Eventually, I just stopped staying there on
Saturday nights. We grew apart a little over the years due to our conflicting beliefs. She’d ask if I
wanted to go to church, I’d say no, and she’d get upset all over again. She stopped asking once I
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got my second tattoo and a nose piercing. I was saved and baptized in the name of Jesus Christ
when I was 12 years old. Ask my family or their church. They will tell you that now I am
blackened with sin.
But I like black.
I used to embody the values of a “true Christian.” What makes a person a true Christian?
Praying before dinner, praying before bed, praying in times of distress, praying in times of
delight—oh, and lots of singing! As a child, I recall my family’s church singing mostly
traditional hymns. The church choir made up of maybe ten members of the congregation
performed songs from a red hymnal book. Only two could actually sing: Pastor Hubbard, a
bellowing bass, and a petite woman named Terry, a seraphic soprano.
My father died of terminal cancer when I was 16 years old. Multiple Myeloma—an ugly
name for an ugly malignant disease. His name was Donald. His friends called him Don, and his
brothers called him Duck, after Donald Duck. Dad was not a religious man until year five of his
six-year illness. I think he knew he was going to die soon, and existential dread kicked in. So, he
turned to Christianity for solace. I can only recall Dad attending one church service. It was
Veteran’s Day, and I read a narrative account of his experience as a Marine in the Vietnam War.
The multiple Bibles gifted to him likely contributed to him undertaking Christianity at the ripe,
almost rotten, age of 68.
He really pushed the clock on that one. It was bright in the house. It was midafternoon in
summer. Dad refused to put curtains up; he liked watching animals graze from his living room,
looked through his binoculars at the hummingbirds, deer, and squirrels. One of Dad’s windows
faced a field. My dad wasn’t ever a big man, a man of stature. In his prime, he stood a proud five
foot nine. Cancer visibly shrunk him. His Marine Corps tattoos had faded with the yellowing of
his skin from countless chemo treatments. Dad had a badass tattoo of the Marine Corps mascot,
Chesty the bulldog on his right bicep. His left bicep was tattooed with the Semper Fi symbol. He
had a feeding tube placed in his stomach and a neck brace supporting the dead weight of his
cancer-ridden spine. He was a withered five feet seven in the end.
I was 15 years old. Dad had six months left to live. We were home, just the two of us.
The dining room walls were three different colors: one was canary yellow, one was harvest
orange, and one was an untouched chalk white turned off white over the 25 years of dust
accumulation. Dad had a pain-med-inspired paint party a few years back while my mom was
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making a grocery run, and we hadn’t gotten around to repainting. He was sitting at the dining
room table, likely trying to sneak a sweet treat, knowing he could not swallow or even taste
flavor due to the chemo. Still, elbows propped on the table, he sternly called me over: “Hey
Jordi!” I came swiftly down the narrow hallway plastered with collages of family photos,
thinking I was in trouble for getting a B on a Progress Report, or for cutting the grass too short,
or bickering with my mom. Instead, he pleaded, “Why is this happening to me?” He asked me
this question with sincere hope, knowing I was religious. I gulped back a sob. “God does not
give us more than we can handle, so he must think you’re strong enough to beat this.” My reply
was nothing more than a toxically positive cliché that the people at church used to justify
everything from a parking ticket to the rapture. What I wish I had said is, “Dad, you are the
strongest person I know. I do not know why this is happening to you, but I love you, and I will be
here until the end.” I shuffled away from him, tears running over my cheeks; I couldn’t let him
see. I lost God then—gone, to never again be seen.
The day my dad died was not the worst day of my life. The worst was four days before
death day. It was mid-January. Winter Storm Jonas dumped three and a half feet of snow the
night before—school was canceled. It was just my mom and me at home. It had been years since
the smell of my dad’s coffee brewing and the sound of CNN served as my alarm. The house was
stale and silent. Until my mom got the call. A nurse said she didn’t think my dad was going to
make it through the night; we needed to get there quick if we wanted to say goodbye. We
cuddled our cold corpses into the car. The front-wheel drive snailing its way along the
seven-mile stretch of icy backroad that stood between us and the two-lane. The snow was so
white—pure—angelic. We were four miles out when a patch of black ice slid the weight of the
vehicle and our heavy hearts right into an embankment. Mom was pinned against a wall of snow,
her door crushed on impact, car tilting at a 45-degree angle. I was soberly calm, painfully numb.
I assured Mom that it was going to be okay. I would walk to the nearest neighbor for help.
I footslogged my way up the icy road, canopied by pines drooping with snow in my black
Ugg boots. The snow went up to my knees, but I could see the tips of my boots peeking through
the snow with each step up. I knocked on the door of the first house I came to. I knew this
white-bearded man. He was the mailman and the grandfather of one of my classmates: no
answer. So, I trudged another 500 yards through the sea of snow to the mailman’s ex-wife’s
house: again, no answer. By this point, I concluded that if God was up there, he was a sadistic
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bastard belly laughing at my misery from above. The next house sat a distant quarter mile back
from the road, but what was my alternative? My mom was still waiting for me in the car,
panicked. Thankfully, the heat still worked, so I knew she wasn’t cold. I tried to focus on the
contrast of the black of my boots against the snow to keep from thinking that I could not feel the
tips of my fingers, toes, or nose. I shivered my way up to the side door and knocked, expecting
this to be the punchline of some sick cosmic joke. To my surprise, a woman in her mid-sixties
answered the door. She greeted me with suspicion. I was sopping wet, and sleet and snow had
frozen my hair in place. She never invited me inside or offered me a blanket. She did call a
neighbor who had a truck to take my mom and me the four miles back to our house to retrieve
my dad’s truck. It was a nice truck: a brand-new, marble white GMC Denali. Dad had a thing for
trucks. We didn’t take Dad’s truck to start with because my mom hated driving it. She is a
nervous driver and had a hard time seeing over the hood. We also weren’t thinking clearly,
disregarding the road conditions. We made our way back out the unplowed backroad, this time in
Dad’s truck. Mom was pressed up against the steering wheel, sitting on a pillow to aid her vision.
As we passed the scene of our crash, “Remember When” by Alan Jackson started playing over
the radio in what was typically a dead spot—my parent’s wedding song. The sweet guitar
picking, soft violin, and Alan’s baritone voice bellowed the story of lasting love while Mom and
I stared at each other in disbelief. We said nothing. I recalled Valentine’s Day when I was in
elementary school when my sister helped me cook dinner for my parents, and we watched them
slow dance to “Remember When” in the living room of our home. The walls were all still white
then.
Mile five was where the cell service came back. My mom got another call, this time from
my sister. My dad had coded, but they revived him, despite his DNR. I am 20 now, and I still do
not know exactly what it meant that my parent’s wedding song came on while my dad was in
cardiac arrest. I think it was a sign—not a sign from God, but maybe a comforting message from
my dad.
I spent the next four days slumped in a hospital chair, waiting for the cancerous carcass I
once knew as “Dad” to die. My sister and niece slept on a sleeping pad on the bathroom floor,
and my mom occupied the spare hospital bed, but she didn’t sleep. He died around three a.m. on
night four as my mom laid with him and played Alan Jackson’s “I Want to Stroll Across Heaven
with You.” He took his last breath as Alan hit the last chorus, and my mom stole one more kiss. I
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was asleep in the horribly uncomfortable plastic hospital chair I’d imprinted on. My mom shook
me awake gently with her hand on my shoulder and said, “He’s gone.” My heart shattered. The
monitors were incessantly beeping, and I saw the flat red line on the screen. The nurses came in
and turned off the death alarm, then asked me if I wanted to say goodbye. I stared at the hollow
corpse in the bed and shook my head no. I felt his soul depart. I knew that there was no one to
say goodbye to anymore. I had to leave the room.
I waited outside for my family while they gathered their things. We all rode back to my
sister’s together in Dad’s truck. We were staying at her house for the night and driving the rest of
the way back home tomorrow. It was a quiet car ride. No one said much of anything, and we kept
the radio off. I made a list in my head of all the milestones Dad would miss: getting my license,
high school graduation, college graduation, walking me down the aisle, and meeting my future
children. The world felt dark.
***
The pastor at my mom’s church, Pastor Hubbard, is an eccentric man. He wears a
button-up with a bolo tie, black jeans with a wallet chain, and cowboy boots. He towers over six
feet, and his voice fills the room. Pastor Hubbard dedicated an entire sermon soon after my dad
died to the “biblical” teaching that if a widow can control her sexual urges, she should not
remarry—a second husband is not a real husband. Whatever the hell that means. My mom has
not remarried or even dated in the five and a half years since Dad died. Women are not permitted
to be the head preacher in my family’s church. Yet, Pastor Hubbard’s wife plays a very, shall I
say . . . performative role. The first time I heard Donna speak in tongues, I thought she was
having a stroke. She flailed her arms about uncontrollably, was jumping up and down and
repeating the same gibberish phrase over and over. The service ceased to a halt until she regained
a sense of normality. There were occasions when she had to excuse herself from the service. You
could hear her gibbering all the way down the aisle. Sneaky, sinful Donna must not have thought
I did my Bible Study. 1 Corinthians 14 specifically states that the gift of tongues requires an
interpreter, and if an interpreter is not present, the gifted one should sit down and shut up. There
was no interpreter in their congregation, and there is no service for traveling tongues interpreters.
One evening following a Wednesday service, I asked Pastor Hubbard how people lived for
hundreds to a thousand years in the Bible but can barely make it to 100 now. He reasoned that
the earth was not as capable of sustaining life following the Great Flood. I refuted that the earth
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thrives after healing from a natural disaster like a flood or fire. I cannot recall exactly how Pastor
Hubbard responded, but I remember walking away disappointed and dissatisfied.
My early faith was a combination of familial pressures, wishful thinking, and naivety.
Now, my prayers go out to the earth. The forest is my sanctuary, and nature is my church.
Ancient guardian pines, sycamores, and red oaks make up my congregation. Frogs, crickets, and
birds form a melodic choir, trilling hymns performed in my honor. I am baptized by the rain, not
by the bath filled with warm city water pumped in by the indoor plumbing system. When I got
baptized in the church, I felt wet. Last Sunday, I got caught in a rainstorm in the West Virginia
Botanical Gardens with my best friends, and I felt joyous, sanctified, cleansed. I worship what I
see.
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Little Things

Kristi Snodgrass
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